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The funky fingerstylist and YouTube phenom discusses his pursuit of a solid groove. With video and tab.
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Online guitar forums are full of posts
with a link to a YouTube video and a
note saying “You’ve got to see this
guy!” Very often, the link leads to Adam
Rafferty, whose funky approach to
fingerstyle guitar—including some
imaginative interpretations of tunes by
Stevie Wonder, Michael Jackson, and
other popular artists—has made him
something of an overnight sensation.
But Rafferty didn’t really pop up
overnight. He’s had an established
musical career since he was a
teenager, primarily as a jazz guitarist,
although he has played everything from
rock to classical guitar and even
fronted a rap group, earning a gold
record in the process. Born and raised in Harlem, Rafferty developed his chops playing after-hours clubs and
subway stations before moving on to concert halls and jazz festivals.
Rafferty currently teaches workshops and private lessons, and has created several instructional books and
videos, including ��������������������������������������, which focuses on many of the tunes and
techniques that have made him an online hit. His first two solo albums, �����������������������, feature
Rafferty’s distinctive groove-heavy arrangements of pop tunes.
I talked to Rafferty about how he developed his groove and settled on playing solo fingerstyle guitar between
takes for his latest recording, ������������������������������.
You’ve switched from being a straight jazz player to focusing on fingerstyle. How did
that transition happen?
RAFFERTY As a young kid, I studied with Woody Mann, so I learned some really simple
Reverend Gary Davis. I checked a lot of things out and studied classical guitar. Then, the heavy
part of my education came from Mike Longo, Dizzy Gillespie’s piano player, but there was
always a sort of “missing link.” As a jazz guitarist, if someone asked me to play solo, I would
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„F U N K Y F I N G E R S T Y L E “

��������������������������������
Von Carolin Bietzker, 24.10.10, 16:26h

Der New Yorker Vollblut-Musiker Adam Rafferty zeigte sich als Ausbund
von Energie und Humor - und als wahrhaft großer Meister seines
Faches. Mit „Funky Fingerstyle Guitar Solo“ war sein Programm
überschrieben.
KALL Der ganze Mann ist von Kopf bis Fuß Musik. Adam

Rafferty, der seine Gitarre anlegt wie ein
Maschinengewehr, der pokergesichtig und mit
gefährlichem Ganovencharme die Herzen der Damen
erobert, begeisterte am Freitagabend im „Kulturraum“
der KEV in Kall.
Von Kopf bis Fuß Musik:
Adam Rafferty. (Bild:
Bietzker)

Der New Yorker Vollblut-Musiker zeigte sich als Ausbund
von Energie und Humor - und als wahrhaft großer
Meister seines Faches. Mit „Funky Fingerstyle Guitar
Solo“ war sein Programm überschrieben. In dieser

Spieltechnik, bei der die Stahlsaiten der Gitarre einzeln mir den Fingern
angeschlagen werden, ist Adam Rafferty zweifellos einer der ganz Großen. Er
spielte mit unglaublicher Präzision, schuf einen sehr plastischen Klang und
ersetzte die Ausdruckskraft einer ganzen Band.
Rafferty nutzte seine Gitarre als verblüffend vielseitiges Percussion-Instrument
und überraschte mit einem beinahe makellosen „Moon Walk“ in Michael Jacksons
Erfolgshit „Billy Jean“. Überhaupt hatten die Jacksons es ihm angetan. Nicht nur
der legendäre Michael, sondern auch die früheren Songs der „Jackson Five“
fanden Platz im Programm des Gitarristen. Das Lied „I'll be there“ zeigte Adam
Rafferty von einer ganz sensiblen Seite. Wunderschöne, filigrane und dennoch
volle Klänge erfüllten den nahezu vollbesetzten Raum.
Doch dann war wieder Schluss mit Schmusemusik: Jimmy Hendrix und Co.
ließen grüßen und rissen das Publikum und auch den Künstler aus ihren
sentimentalen Träumen. Rafferty rockte ab, das Publikum tobte vor
Begeisterung, sein Spiel nahm akrobatische Züge an. Dass der Musiker die
„Goldene Schallplatte“ als Rapper erhalten hat, wunderte spätestens hier
niemanden mehr. Der Mann ist im Hard Rock ebenso zuhause wie im Jazz oder
im Hip Hop. Er sprühte vor Spielfreude und verband die technischen Fähigkeiten
mit packendem Groove.
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Binkelman's Corner by Bill Binkelman
Bill Binkelman is a long-time icon in the industry.
Other reviews from Binkelman's Corner by Bill Binkelman:
����������������������������������������������������������������
�������������������������������������������������������������������
����������������������������������������������������������������������
<<-later reviews | earlier reviews->>

<<- all reviews ->>

Gratitude
By Adam Rafferty
Label: Crescent Ridge Publising

Gratitude tracks
1. Simplicity
2. Machine Gun
3. Overjoyed (Stevie Wonder)
4. Play it Back (Dr. Lonnie Smith)
5. America
6. Sir Duke (Stevie Wonder)
7. Vitamin E Blues

8. Jill's Song
9. Grass
10. Superstition (Stevie Wonder)
11. Norwegian Wood (John Lennon &
Paul McCartney)
12. I Wish (Stevie Wonder)
13. Ain't No Sunshine (Bill Withers)
14. She's Leaving Home (John Lennon
& Paul McCartney)

Gratitude
Let me just start out my review with the following statement: Any artist who can take two absurdly overplayed (on the radio) songs
like Sir Duke and I Wish(both penned by Stevie Wonder) and not just reinvigorate them but make me want to play them over and
over gets an automatic "A" in my grade book. You have to be ultra-talented to freshen up THOSE two songs. On his album Gratitude,
Adam Rafferty manages this feat with just his lone acoustic guitar. Here's a disc already in the running for best acoustic
instrumental offering of 2008. Man, this is a tasty recording, yessiree Bob! As Rachel Ray might opine, "Yummalicious!"
Blending six originals with the aforementioned two Wonder covers, as well as songs by Dr. Lonnie Smith, two Beatle covers, the Bill
Withers' staple Ain't No Sunshine, and two more Stevie Wonder numbers, Rafferty cruises through the fourteen cuts with absurd
self-assuredness, displaying so much talent and so many playing techniques that I'm embarrassed to say I've never heard of the guy
until now. I call myself a music reviewer – ha!
Speaking of the various cover songs, Rafferty OWNS these puppies! His Ain’t No Sunshine flat out CUTS Withers' version…it's
bluesy yet plaintive and evocative in a soft somber way. Lennon and McCartney’s She's Leaving Home takes on a whole new life
with Rafferty's folksy rendition, as he strips away the Beatles' arrangement and reduces the song's melody to just his gently yet
adroitly plucked and strummed guitar. And don't even get me started on how in the hell this man can take a song like Stevie Wonder’s
Superstition and with just his guitar render it as a smokin' slice of jazzy funk.
Now we come to his original tunes. Simplicity opens the album with a spot on blend of somber new age-istic melodic textures and
mood with sprightly fingerstyle playing. Machine Gun (no, he didn't cover The Commodores' big hit, but I’'l bet he could've!) catches
fire almost immediately with blazing picking and fingering as well as dramatic bursts of rhythm guitar chords. This guy's fingers can
fly, folks, yet never once did it sound pretentious or show-offy. Uh uh! He just flat out likes to play like a madman!
Anyone who has read my reviews knows how much I like laid back rural-esque acoustic guitar tunes, custom-tailored as a soundtrack
for traversing back country highways in my Midwestern travels. Rafferty also excels with those kind of numbers such as the sprightly
yet subdued treatment he gives Wonders' Overjoyed, the gentle rolling melody of America (comparing favorably with Ken Bonfield)
or the somber mixture of blues and folk on the mournful Jill's Song (featuring a heart-rending refrain). Mr. Rafferty can also get down
to bidness as he does aplenty on the deliciously toe-tapping Vitamin E Blues or his cover of Dr. Lonnie Smith’s Play It Back which is
enhanced by the addition of some neat scat-meets-George Benson-ish vocalizings as well as some of the artist's most technically
startling finger and fret work. If this song doesn’t make you want to get down and party with this guy, you better check your pulse - or
just retreat to a cave.
If I sound giddy with excitement it's because I am. It's just a stone solid kick to have an album drop into my hands from a heretofore
unknown (to me) artist and discover someone so damn talented. No doubt I'm late to the "Adam Rafferty kicks ass" party and for that
I'm truly sorry, but at least I got here. Lastly, if you can read the artist's heartfelt liner notes about the origins of this album and
remain untouched, well, you must be the kind of person who also thinks "Ah, it's just another sunset." Gratitude is one of the best
acoustic guitar albums I've heard in a long time and that statement takes a lot of CDs into account. When I play it, I'm grateful to be
alive and I can't think of higher praise than that. Obviously, highly!
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Bill Binkelman is a long-time icon in the industry.
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Label: Crescent Ridge
Publising
Released 9/1/2009
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������������� doesn't play fair! When I saw that his latest album was titled ��������� I figured the word was
used to infer how Rafferty can change his musical colors with apparent ease, veering from uptempo and sassy to
introspective and thoughtful (as witnessed on his previous work, Gratitude). Wrongo! I got to the title song (track
ten in this case) and in two seconds my jaw hit the floor? What the hell? How did he do it? "What did he do" you
ask? This guy found a way to cover the jazz/funk-fusion classic ��������� which was recorded by Herbie Hancock
and his pals on the classic 1973 album Head Hunters. Talk about audacious! How Rafferty managed to pull this one
off, I can only guess. But he did it. His version bristles and pops with the same energy, funk, and bad-assery as the
synth-laden original. I surrender, Adam Rafferty! There is probably no song you cannot transcribe for your highly
individualistic and magical guitar talents!

Much as the piano player Lisa Hilton does on her recordings, Rafferty specializes in combining excellent originals
with inspired and unexpected cover tunes: a finger-snappin' toe-tappin' take on the Beatles' �������������������
�������, an eye/ear opening treatment of the late MJ's iconic ����������� (still recognizable but fully tricked out, all
the same), a rave-up version of ������������������� (wait for it.. it starts slow but then explodes in a dazzling
display of lightning-fast picking and fret work), a touching sorrowful retelling of Bonnie Raitt's ����������������
�������, and a wonderfully subtle ������������������������ laced with a tender sweetness. The other two
covers are equally tasty - the infectiously rhythmic ������������ with its bossa nova undercurrent and yet
another Beatles tune, ������������� which in Rafferty's hands becomes a delicate sad ballad interjected with anger
and passion later in the tune.
How about the originals? Rafferty dedicates �������������� to Hendrix, Stevie Ray Vaughan, James Brown, so
you can well imagine what this barn-burner sounds like! Yikes! ���������� has a gently playful midtempo rhythm
but the music itself carries an air of sadness, a hint of inevitable parting, hence the title. ������������������
showcases Rafferty's ability to play a lot of notes but keep the tone of the piece somber and restrained. Funk comes
to the forefront on the quiet but catchy ������. Fun is the watchword on the grin-inducing �������������� with its
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KZAM recommends “Gratitude” from Adam Rafferty
“Acoustic guitar album” can mean many things these days. I want to recommend a new acoustic guitar album that both expands the
genre and showcases the kaleidoscopic talents of a NYC player KZAM listeners have been enjoying since 2003’s Three Souls. Adam
Rafferty’s newest self-produced effort, Gratitude, lifts him out of the small ensemble of his last few releases and sets him down in the
lonely and unforgiving context of solo performer. It’s clearly a place where he feels comfortable.
Mixing sweet and funky originals with covers of classic pop songs, Rafferty’s new album is a logical evolution of his lifelong love
of the guitar. His new compositions demonstrate an impeccable sense of melody and structure. His spare but elegant interpretations
of Stevie Wonder and Lennon-McCartney peel away the production and instrumentation we all associate with these familiar tunes to
reveal the pure, unadorned center of each song as we can imagine it being played by the writers when they were young and unjaded.
This is not to say that the record is all sweetness and light. Adam has clearly spent many a night in divy clubs, playing beside great
drummers and bass players. When he conjures up the rhythm section with his percussive fingerstyle, the funk heats up and rounds out
the music in a very satisfying and modern way. There is nothing “new age” about this guitar record. Tunes on the album like Adam’s
“Machine Gun” and Lonnie Smith’s “Play it Back” won’t be getting much play in yoga classes or aromatherapy sessions. Driving
down the 1 on a sunny day with the top down, or walking up 6th Avenue toward Central Park with those tunes on your ‘pod...now
that’s a different matter.
Although Adam insists he hasn’t given up playing well with others, this solo direction is his current passion. Having spent an evening
with him recently, recording a video interview and performances of this music before the album was released, I can attest to his sincerity and focus. He spoke of being inspired by Tommy Emmanuel, and of returning to the rock idioms of his earliest guitar playing.
I personally recommend “Gratitude” by Adam Rafferty. It’s beautifully recorded and crafted. Listen to KZAM to hear tracks from the
record. Adam Rafferty’s new music is in heavy rotation, which is rare for an acoustic guitar album.
Posted by: Jeff Hanley on Feb 23, 08 | 5:33 pm

Great Fingerstyle Xmas CDs - Dr. Dave’s Guitar / Music Blog

http://blog.davewalkermusic.com/?p=1047

Great Guitarists, Guitars, Lessons, and even other kinds of music!
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« Technical Difficulties - now resolved
My Introduction to Richard Gilewitz »
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Now that Thanksgiving is past a lot of people are gearing up for Xmas holidays and I’ve had a load of
requests for good arrangements of holiday carols. Here are some of the best I have heard recently:

�������������’s ������������������������������ got to me on Christmas Eve last year, so I just
had time for a quick note back then. This is one of the finest sets of arrangements of carols for solo
guitar that I have ever heard. If you like solo guitar, you will love these wonderful arrangements. You
can buy this great CD directly from Adam’s web site addamrafferty.com.

1 of 4

2/8/11 11:51 AM
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Want to improve your playing and have fun doing it? Want to add songs to your repertoire
that your audience will love? Adam Rafferty can show you how.
Adam Rafferty already has quite a track record, with 5 CD's and a rack of instructional
materials under his belt. You may recall that I loved his most recent CD, the masterful
fingerstyle release ���������. Many people learned of Adam from YouTube, where his
amazing performances both thrilled and humbled guitarists across the globe. One of his
standout pieces has been his truly incredible performance of ������������. Now thanks to
his new DVD, you can learn how he does it and learn his arrangement for yourself!
I have to admit to some anxious moments as I awaited the arrival of the DVD. After all,
Adam takes on three of my all-time favourite songs here - Superstition, Sir Duke, and I Wish
(and I like Overjoyed just fine too). I have great faith in Adam Rafferty's abilities to play and
to arrange, but these are some of the finest arrangements in pop history he is dealing with,
and Stevie Wonder really outdid himself with the sonic brilliance of Superstition and the
whole Songs in the Key of Life album. So I had two concerns: 1) would the arrangements do
justice to the originals, and 2) would they be playable by a normal human?
I thought of Edgar Cruz's incredible arrangements of songs by Queen. While I think that his
arrangement of Bohemian Rhapsody is nothing short of brilliant, I also know that there is
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Few music catalogs are as hook and groove laden as the
Jackson Five’s. Guitarist Adam Rafferty has arranged a
few of the J5’s most well-known hits for solo acoustic
guitar and released a nice DVD showing us mere mortals
how to tap into some of that Motown soul. Here, Rafferty
explores “I’ll Be There,” “Never Can Say Goodbye,”
“ABC,” and “I Want You Back,” first by performing the
song completely, and then by taking you step-by-step
through the arrangement. You can tell from the moment
the instructional section of the DVD begins that Rafferty is
very comfortable teaching and demonstrating the various
concepts used. During the intro, he emphasizes the need to warm up and describes a
few barring techniques that help to make the songs not only more musical, but more
approachable, too. Rafferty also includes a booklet that has each arrangement
written out in both tab and standard notation with fingerings. As I was watching the
DVD, I ended up relying on the tab less than I was expecting—and that’s a real
testament to how Rafferty can break down complicated sections and explain them in
a clear, easy-to-understand manner. One (very) minor issue I had with the included
booklet is that Rafferty chose not to follow the standard form when it comes to
notating open strings when using a capo. It was a little off-putting at the beginning,
but I got used to it pretty quickly. Each of these arrangements uses a very
contrapuntal style and will require some serious practice, but in the end, this is a
supreme master class on how to groove, and few musicians could have pulled it off
as successfully as Rafferty does.
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���������� is the name of the first song and it certainly describes the lovely opening. The
graceful melody ventures to the higher reaches of the guitar before attaining a short burst of
strummed intensity, and then returns to the grace and poise of the beginning. I was
pleasantly surprised to find that a jazz guitarist could pare down his palette this way in the
service of a song.
After such a subdued start, the pace really picks up with the frenetic, muted intro to
�������� ���. Sure enough, the song features machine gun style blasts of notes punctuated
by chordal shots. Rafferty slips between muting, chords, and percolating runs with the ease
of an old pro, ending with some finely played muted runs. Yeah, he's got chops!
��������� is the third original, harking back to the warm, affecting style of Simplicity. The
joy here is more an inner glow of happiness than a shout-it-from-the-rooftops sort. If you
listen closely, you can hear "Raf" softly scatting alone with his melody line. He'll treat us to
more of this later.
����� ��� ����, written by Dr. Lonnie Smith, begins with a funky drum intro, courtesy of Mr.
Rafferty's vocal apparatus. This is the perfect introduction to the incredible groove that he
gets going on his guitar. This is the track I keep coming back to listen to, and to play for
friends. We're getting into guitar territory here that Rafferty owns! Various techniques are
combined to make one magical piece of music. The only comparison that I can think of is
the beginning of the Beatles' "Come Together" - and there were FOUR of them! This is one
track that you have to hear.
������� is another lovely ballad, reminiscent of Tommy Emmanuel to my ears. The
accompaniment is kept simple and in the background, highlighting the beauty of the melody
and its seemingly inevitable motion.
Next Rafferty tackles an arrangement of ���� ����, the first of three great Stevie Wonder
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JazzTimes
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“Three Souls”
Adam Rafferty - guitar
Danton Boller - Bass
Tomas Fujiwara - Drums
by Jim Ferguson
Adam Rafferty plays guitar like a fine watercolorist, something that’s apparent from the
first track of Three Souls (Consolidated Artists Productions) which features 11 original
compositions. More than ably supported by drummer Tomas Fujiwara and Danton Boller,
he leaves plenty of white space and knows how to balance light and shadow. Rafferty’s
sense of color is keen, and his brush strokes usually outline only what is necessary. Perhaps
most important, Rafferty knows how to establish a mood for instance, during “America”, and
authentic paean to 9/11, his guitar is almost invisible as you’re carried away by the overall
vibe and his melodic grace. The same goes for the program’s two blues, “Blues for Wes and
George”, and “Blues for My Shoes”, which swing without being blatant and benefit from his
light but confident touch. Even the more up-tempo numbers like “Crimson” and the title track
have a tasteful spaciousness as Rafferty spins out active lines that are deft but not overly
notey. And when he does improvise himself into a corner, he has a way of turning what in
many hands would be a misstep into an advantage. There’s an artfulness present in this
music that’s rare in a guitarist and recalls Bruce Lee’s philosophy of “fighting without fighting”.
Here’s betting that Adam Rafferty’s playing and music will leave you wanting to hear more.

Three Souls
Guitar: Adam Rafferty
Bass: Danton Boller
Drums: Tomas Fujiwara

Adam Rafferty has been turning heads in the jazz and guitar worlds for quite a few years now. As a young guitarist
he has shared the stage with the likes of Benny Golson, Bob Cranshaw and Mike Longo, to name a few. Rafferty
has garnered praise as both a jazz educator and performer through various master classes, teaching gigs with the
National Guitar Workshop and international touring. As if that weren’t enough to keep him busy, he’s been back
in the studio with his trio as well. His past CDs, usually a blend of standards, modern jazz compositions and a few
originals, are consistent: swinging, soulful, melodic and very musical. The new CD is similar in that respect but
also steps into new territory as it features all Rafferty originals. This is not a surprise as Adam is a gifted composer
as well as a gifted guitarist. Compositionally, while the songs are all Adam’s, they maintain that sense of soul and
melody that the tunes of Miles, Dizzy and Trane displayed.
As a player Rafferty negotiates even the most complex harmony (reminiscent of Joe Henderson or Coltrane) with a
relaxed yet flawless style. One wonders if he ever misses a note, as Adam’s lines seem to flow effortlessly. As a trio,
it is difficult to describe how “in the pocket” the band is, but Boller and Fujiwara are the perfect rhythm section,
blending chops and sensitivity. The 11 pieces include: America, a beautiful ballad; Blues for Wes and George, a
funky 3⁄4 blues; Tempest, based on loosely Impressions with a little twist; Crimson, reminiscent of Hederson’s or
Chic Corea’s style; along with 7 others. All are complete compositions with impressive harmonic structure and a
clear melodic sense. Groove also plays a large part with each tune as well (think: Miles with Paul Chambers and
Philly Joe Jones). With Three Souls, the Adam Rafferty Trio has continued to demonstrate that they have all the
right stuff: sound, chops, arrangement and groove. With this project Rafferty also joins the ranks of the jazz giants
who can not only interpret a great song, but who can create one as well. Three Souls is worth a listen.

Reviewed by Eric Elias

AMG

all music guide

http://allmusic.com/
August 2001

AMG EXPERT REVIEW:
Adam Rafferty’s first trio release is a big step forward. Joined by bassist Danton Boller and drummer Russ “Styles” Dibona, he makes a point of showcasing his rich guitar tone, which sings even
more clearly in the absence of a piano. Having absorbed important lessons in rhythm from his mentor,
Mike Longo, Rafferty delights in uncovering the polyrhythmic secrets embedded in the 12/8 vamp of
Dizzy Gillespie’s “Kush.” He has no problem playing John Coltrane’s “Countdown” in 5/4, or dealing
with the tricky 6/4 boogaloo of Mike Longo’s “Frisco.” (On the former he overdubs a subtle dumbek
part; it’s barely there but it makes a big difference.) Rafferty’s more lyrical side comes through on
Gillespie’s “Con Alma,” Chick Corea’s “Windows,” and Jobim’s “O Grande Amor.” Even when he’s
swinging fast on a tune like “Oleo,” there’s a certain mellowness to his playing, and this quality is
highlighted very effectively in the uncluttered trio setting.
- David R. Adler

JazzTimes
with being a jazz musician. The material
and financial isues can wear me down,
but the music brings me back.”
Joining Rafferty are Bob Cranshaw on
bass, Ray Mosca on drums, and Mike
Longo on piano. “Mike and I have a
special relationship,” says Rafferty. “He
has a certain sound and it’s not just the
notes or licks; it’s a quality, a certain
sparkle and clarity.”

Guitarist Adam Rafferty has set high goals for
himself as a jazz musician and he knows that
reaching them will be a career long proposition.
“If you listen to the masters - jazz, classical,
or otherwise - it goes beyond just a human ego
expressing something,” he says. “With the great
players, it’s like a hollow reed with divine stuff
coming through. Bach, Mozart, Charlie Parker,
you see the light when you hear their music.
It’s what we work for to let the real thing flow
through us.”
Noble goals like this keep Rafferty on his musical
course, and his latest release, Blood, Sweat, and
Bebop, on the CAP label, has him feeling pretty
good: “When I finished the record, I felt a sense
of triumph, despite all of the difficulties involved

Longo, who was pianist for Dizzy
Gillespie, is a reason why Rafferty, a
former rock and funk player, came to
jazz. “I poked my head into Birdland
one evening when I was 17 and heard
Longo’s trio,” he says. “I immediately
knew that I was hearing the real thing
and I got the feeling this guy knew something special. I went to Mike first for
piano lessons, but he convinced me that I
was a guitar player.”
Rafferty, now 30, knows he has more
dues to pay and more hanging out to do,
even though at times he’d rather be practicing. “I remember coming home one
night after hanging out late and feeling
pretty discouraged,” he recalled. “Then I
turned on WBGO and they were playing
my record! Things like that make it all
worthwhile.”
- David Zych

Fall 2001
Every once in awhile a disc comes my way that rises above the wealth of jazz guitar talent currently
hitting the CD racks. One such disc is The Adam Rafferty Trio: Kush. This is Adam’s first recorded
venture with a trio and is a remarkable effort. Adam selected tunes that were slightly off the beaten
path from typical standards, but retain a great harmonic quality. With tunes like: Slow Boat to China,
Con Alma, Countdown, Kush and O Grande Amor, the Rafferty Trio maintains a feel and sound reminiscent of early Wes and Grant Green. While the playing is exceptional, there are two qualities that
make this disc really stand out: swing and groove. In the trio format Rafferty’s group has mastered the
ability to leave space and still make the tunes sound complete. If you listen to the title track you will
hear that the band appears to be smoothly playing in both 6/8 and 4/4 at the same time- a very unique
accomplishment.
While there is no shortage of chops on this disc, Rafferty also possesses the strength and maturity
as a player to hold back at the right times. As a result, the songs are cohesive and the guitar playing is
very musical. Highlights of the disc also include the Chic Corea tune: Windows, a Mike Longo tune:
Frisco and two of Adam’s originals: Superchunk and Kaleidescope. If you are interested in hearing
great jazz guitar that grooves and swings hard, look no further.
Reviewed by Eric Elias

Winter 2002
New York City-based guitarist/educator Adam Rafferty possesses a tone and technique that could spark
the envy of a few of his peers. With this release, the artist along with Danton Boller (bass) and Russ
“Styles” Dibona (drums) pursue a delicate balance that comprises softly flowing musings with groove
based swing vamps. The title track is named after Dizzy Gillespie’s famous composition, which also
signifies a tour de force effort for this band. Here, Rafferty commandeers the trio via his resonant midtoned electric guitar progressions and deft single note lines as Boller establishes the pulse with a rapidly executed ostinato. The band uses space as an equalizer for a sequence of alternating motifs and tight
knit rhythmic passages that are formulated upon post-Bop, Latin and more. Their very special treatment of Chick Corea’s “Windows,” includes Rafferty’s expressionistic reconstruction of the primary
theme, which is all about warm voicings and lyrically rich statements. However, the guitarist augments
many of these works with blistering fills amid Wes Montgomery-like tonalities and expansive improvisational frameworks. Highly Recommended…
Reviewed by Glenn Astarita

I can’t help but think that the title Blood, Sweat
& Bebop (Consolidated Artists Productions) is
a capsule biography of Adam Rafferty, or any
other journeyman musician for that matter, who
chooses to make jazz his life’s work. Personal
fulfillment is a long, hard, neverending road, but
as this album prove, Rafferty has learned that half
the reward is in getting there.
His companions for this leg of the journey
include piano stalwart Mike Longo, who brings
a long list of credits including studies with Oscar
Peterson and an internship with Dizzy Gillespie,
and Bob Cranshaw who has played with everyone from Sonny Rollins to the cast of “Sesame
Street.” Drummer Ray Mosca completes the
quartet.
If you are going to use the word “Bebop” in the
title, you better be prepared to strut your stuff
on a few of the genres test pieces. Not surpris-

ingly, the band passes with flying colors on “I’ll
Remember April” and particularly on their flag
waving version of “Cherokee.”
Adam has a strong feeling for the blues, which he
works into originals like “Bubu” and “Allegro in
Bb7,” as well as the aforementioned Gillespie’s
“Birk’s Works.” He favors lines which are highly
melodic, while he conscientiously avoids cliche’.
Also evident is his love for the Brazilian sound
as found on “Triste” and on his own “Samba for
You.” This affection is noticeably shared with
Drummer Ray Mosca, who shines on both.
Rounding out the disc are Adam’s minor-keyed
waltz, “Fulvia” and John Coltrane’s moody
“Central Park West” wrapped in Longo’s lush
chording, with Rafferty’s solo reading of “Lush
Life” bringing this finely crafted programme to
an introspective close.
- Jim Fisch

L’EXPRESS
MUSIQUE
March 1999
Nocturnal Recipe,
by Dominique Denis
With that combination of humility and zeal that
is typical of those who have yet to go through
their first trials, the guitarist Adam Rafferty demonstrated on First Impressions, his first CD, that
he had the classics (Monk, Ellington, Coltrane,
Parker, Jobim, and I’m skipping some) literally at
the tips of his fingers. The very fact that he has
secured the collaboration and support of a musician of the quality of Mike Longo, a pianist who
worked with Dizzy Gillespie for ten years, was
of itself an indication: much more than a talented
student of the kind who recites his lessons by
heart, we have in Rafferty a great jazzman in full
command.
And wise, moreover. Rather than skipping ahead
in his progress (bruler ses étapes), the guitarist resumes his collaboration with Longo on
Blood Sweat and Bebop (Consolidated Artists
Productions CAP 937/Importation), and joining
them are bassist Bob Cranshaw (a frequent collaborator of Sonny Rollins) and the drummer Ray
Mosca, lending Rafferty a support that is both
solid and discreet.

While he takes advantage of solidifying the
work already begun on First Impressions, this
new album demonstrates a desire for refinement:
more fluid play, less concentration on velocity,
and a fuller and more fleshed out sound. In jazz
parlance, it’s called maturity. This is a quality on
which sometimes difficult to zero in, but which
becomes clearer after repeated listenings, reaching a moment when surprise makes way for intimacy.
One could focus on the handsome harmonic
mastery that allows Rafferty to render—alone on
guitar—all the delicacy and refinement of Billy
Stayhorn’s Lush Life, or highlight the inclusion
of four original pieces, including the magnificent
Bubu, a quintessential blues. But lovers of real
jazz guitar will recognize in Blood Sweat and
Bebop something different that is equally precious: a quality of sound that we thought had
been lost for ages, that brings us back to the great
years of Grant Green or Kenny Burrell; a time
when the guitar stood alone in its ability to evoke,
in a few well felt notes, an irresistible atmosphere
of nocturnal blue.
(Review from L’EXPRESS of Toronto, week of
March 2-8, 1999

From Rio, Segunda-feira November 29, 1999

Blood, Sweat and Bebop
Adam Rafferty (Consolidated Artists)
As I’ve often confessed, when it comes to guitars and guitar players I’m by no means an expert - the
truth is, they all sound pretty much alike to me. But listening to “Bubu”, the opening track on Adam
Rafferty’s debut recording for Consolidated Artists, I was reminded of Wes Montgomery, even though I
don’t know if he even played the same kind of instrument as Rafferty (I am aware that there are many
varieties of guitar). In any event, my impression was prompted not so much by the instrument itself
as by the bluesy, Wes-like ambiance shaped by Rafferty and his quartet of world-class New York sidemen. “Bubu”, by the way, is one of four original compositions by Rafferty, and each one is supple and
swinging. Also on the appetizing menu are Antonio Carlos Jobim’s “Triste”, Dizzy Gillespie’s “Birk’s
Works”, John Coltrane’s “Central Park West” the standards “Cherokee” and “I’ll Remember April”,
and Strayhorn’s poignant “Lush Life”, which Rafferty plays unaccompanied to end the session on an
ethereal note.
Music making, Rafferty writes in the liner notes, is to him a two-fold endeavor - on the one hand, the
musician must practice, work and perfect his craft; on the other, he must pay his dues and overcome
trials and tests on an inward spiritual journey that in a best-case scenario leads to a mystical transformation in his music that “cannot be unraveled with the rational mind but is recognized immediately by
the spirit.” “This sound”, he adds, “is filled with vibrations of love, truth, sincerity and intelligence. It
brings joy to all who hear it and draws souls together.” Laying aside the metaphysical trappings, it’s a
reasonably accurate definition of Jazz at its best. Rafferty doesn’t presume to say he has arrived, but
the music herein suggests that he has at least taken some meaningful steps toward reaching that goal.
Another task faced by most musicians, of course, is choosing one’s sidemen with care. Rafferty
deserves an Aˆplus in that area, as Longo, Cranshaw and Mosca are among the best at what they do,
which is to lend unwavering support.
Rafferty has awesome chops, a pleasing sound,an ample storehouse of bop-based ideas, and an exceptional ear for an attractive melody. This is an impressive coming-out party with first-rate sound quality,
generous running time and inspired blowing by every member of the crew.
- Jack Bowers

“Extraordinary Jazz Guitar”
Adam Rafferty - Guitar
Bob Cranshaw - Bass
Mike Longo - Piano
Ray Mosca - Drums
Rafferty proves with this CD that he is definitely one of the rising guitar stars on today’s jazz scene.
His playing here is forceful, eloquent and always swinging. Backed by the superb rhythm section of
Cranshaw, Longo and Mosca, Adam Rafferty displays the benefits that apprenticeship with mature
veterans can bring to todays younger musicians. He rises to the occasion in a most enjoyable fashion whether he is playing a funky blues like Bubu or Birks Works or playing the gorgeous rendition
of Coletrane’s Central Park West. His skills as a composer/arranger are remarkably demonstrated on
Allegro in Bb, Fulvia and the delightful Samba For You. The up tempo burner Cherokee will have you
tappin’ your toes throughout as will the unique version of I’ll Remember April. Triste, the Jobim classic, demonstrates Rafferty’s command of Latin based tunes and particularly the samba which he plays
in a most convincingly authentic manner. The rhythm section work on this whole date is incredible.
The CD closes with one of the most beautiful solo guitar renditions I have ever heard on the Strayhorn
classic Lush Life. This is a must for jazz guitar lovers and jazz fans in general. Bravo Adam Rafferty!
- Izzy Feldman
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AMG EXPERT REVIEW: On his second album, the young Adam Rafferty is again joined by veteran
bop pianist Mike Longo, along with bassist Bob Cranshaw and drummer Ray Mosca.
Kicking off with Rafferty’s medium-slow blues theme “Bubu,” the quartet settles right away into a
deep groove; the rock-solid rhythm section sets Rafferty up in style, subtly framing his singing lines at
every turn. The group’s exceptional time and feel animate the three other Rafferty originals, “Allegro
in B Flat 7” (blues with a bridge), “Fulvia” (minor-key waltz), and “Samba for You” (bright Latin).
The chemistry between Longo and Rafferty on “Allegro” is remarkable, as are Longo’s out of left field
references to Tadd Dameron’s “Good Bait” during his piano solo.
The standards of the date are “I’ll Remember April,” “Cherokee” (played in both B flat and D flat),
Jobim’s “Triste,” Dizzy Gillespie’s “Birks’ Works,” John Coltrane’s “Central Park West,” and a closing
solo seven-string guitar arrangement of Billy Strayhorn’s “Lush Life.” Although his chops are considerable, Rafferty makes a point of avoiding technical displays, seeking instead to lock in with his band
and make every moment count. At times, however, listeners may wonder whether he’s holding back,
perhaps in deference to the daunting company. Still, his ability to sustain the spark of cohesion and
inspiration among the group marks him as an artist of exceptional musicality and depth.
David R. Adler

August 1997
The first is New York Based guitarist, and though
his FIRST IMPRESSIONS (CAP) has been out
for a while, I only recently got a hold of a copy.
I want to tell you that my first impression is that
this guy can swing the pants off a tune.
The nine well known standards presented here
allow the listener to measure his performances
against some of the most legendary names in jazz
composition and performance. Gene Ammons’
“Red Top” is given two readings... one at the
beginning and one at the end of the disc, so one
can even compare Rafferty against himself if
they so desire. He is right at home in this type
of blues bag. James Moody’s 12 bar grinder,
“Savannah Calling” is included to provide still
further testimony to the fact.
Acompanying Rafferty for this date is the Mike
Longo Trio, consisting of Paul West on bass, Ray
Mosca on drums, and Gillespie alumnus Longo
on piano. It is a mightily impressive little combo,

notably on the pair of Coltrane compositions,
“Impressions” and “Giant Steps.” The group
adopts a scorched-earth policy towards both,
burning up everything in its path. Like Rafferty,
Longo’s vocabulary is boppish and funky, and
both men are capable of spinning out quicksilver
extemporizations. Check out Charlie Pakrer’s
“Anthropology” to see what I mean.
Rafferty and his cohorts can also be counted on
to apply the necessary delicacies to a ballad like
the Duke’s “I Got It Bad” or Monk’s “Round
Midnight,” and their up-tempo rendition of “My
Funny Valentine” is a refreshing change from the
norm. If there is anything left to prove after that,
the groups’ take on Jobim’s “Chega de Saudade
(No More Blues)” shows that they can speak the
Brazilian dialect fluently. Great brush work from
Mosca on this one by the way.
FIRST IMPRESSIONS is a debut which Rafferty
can be proud of and our readers can buy knowing
a musical treat awaits them.
- Jim Fisch

November 1996
This guy has monster chops! His single note playing is clean and precise. His
octave playing is outstanding. He knows all the licks. His chord melody is clean
and smooth. There is a broad range of tunes that showcase Adam’s ability to
cover a diversity of styles and he is well supported by a great trio.
- Randall S. Closson

JazzTimes
March 1996, Vol. 26, #2

Adam Rafferty & The Mike Longo Trio
First Impressions
CAP 905 (5918)
Reinventing ten challenging standards, guitarist Adam Rafferty proves his
entrenchement in the Tradition. With pianist Mike Longo, bassist Paul West,
drumer Ray Mosca, Rafferty transforms Coltrane’s “Impressions” and “Giant
Steps,” remolds Gene Ammons’ “Red Top” and Monk’s “‘Round Midnight” and
seven more classics. Rafferty’s mature ideas, fluid phrasing and lines, accomplished technique and delicate lyricism belie that he’s still in his 20’s. A dramatic
debut recording.
- Nancy Ann Lee

April 1994
At 24, impressive bebopper Adam Rafferty has
already been playing for 18 years. Backed by
Mike Longo’s tough trio (Longo was one of
Dizzy Gillespie’s pianists and Raffety’s main
teacher), he benefits from truly professional
accompaniment that towers above the usual
cabin-fever home-demo drum machine stuff.
He draws a pointed but satisfying tone from
a Gibson ES-175 through a Fender Super 60.
We were captivated by his buoyant, propulsive
rhythms and spirited, on-top-of-the-beat phrasing.
Rafferty never fudges his attack and studiously
avoids smears, slurs, and bends; he seems to be
ever in pursuit of his avowed goal of attaining
“the clarity and speed of an Oscar Peterson or

Charlie Parker.”
“My goal,” writes Rafferty, “is to get a sideman
gig with a jazz master and continue my education
in the form of an apprenticeship. This is the way
that Miles, Coltrane, and all other true masters of
jazz learned.” He recorded the indie record First
Impressions (CAP) in ‘93 and has another one in
the works.

June 1994
Move over and let this cat swing - swing you to the rafters. On his dazzling
demo, Rafferty plays selections from Trane, Bird and Albert Ammons, taken from
his debut disc First Impressions. He glides through the changes with fluid singlenote lines and a biting tone. Adam is a regular on the Manhattan jazz club scene
- where slouches need not apply.

Fret Wire - 1996
Also in birthday news, the guest list at Tal Farlow’s 75th birthday celebration
read like a who’s who of jazz guitar. Greats such as Herb Ellis, Adam Rafferty,
Jimmy Bruno, Peter Leitch, Howard Alden, Joe Diorio, Atila Zoller and John
Abercrombie gave stellar performances in honor of Farlow at the sold-out show,
part of the JVC Jazz Festival in New York City.

the brooklyn advocate
Summer 1994

Adam Rafferty, a jazz guitarist, is accompanied by the Mike Longo Trio,
featuring Paul West on acoustic bass, Ray Mosca on drums and Longo
on piano. Mr. Rafferty leads the trio through a collection of standards
which showcases his talents. The rhythm section lies entirely “in the
pocket” rarely adventuring out, allowing the listener to focus on Mr.
Rafferty’s guitar playing. His tone is clear; every note distinct and independent while being framed by the driving background trio. This fine
selection of tunes includes one of the most beautiful renditions of Duke
Ellington’s “I’ve Got it Bad” that I’ve ever heard. The two Coltrane
tunes are also of note: “Impressions” and “Giant Steps.” This disc ((First
Impressions) is a definite for your collection.

Allgemeine Zeitung (english)
April 2004
Guitarist With An Elegant Tone
Haus der Jugend: Das New Yorker Adam Rafferty Trio im JIM-Konzert
Concert - April 23, 2004
The dilemma of music is easy to recognize. Daily there is a trend set by the media - for example,
Nora Jones, which is played enlessly by the media. And on the other side, there is the army of the
creators, which because of ignorance and disinterest are passed by.
How could it be then taht the performmance of one of the best guitar players of America has so
little resonance? Just for his music, the New York guitarist, gets in the tourbus with drummer Tomas Fujiwara and Bassist Danton Boller all through Europe. The yearly America performance of
this Jazz Init Mainz in der Haus der Jugend should have has a larger audience.
Because the almost bald John Scofield double Rafferty leaves masters like Benson and Metheny
far behind him, although he plays a similarly beautiful elegant tone.
Technique and and profound knowledge untie with feeling and inspiration to seldom heard density.
He is following something Wes Montgomery once said to the critics, and that is, “Both of us know
the melody, why should I play it again?”. That concerns the connection of composition, improvisation, rhythmic comping and virtuosic single note playing.
Rafferty conjures almost effortless continous and always revitalizing lines throughout the theme,
middle, break and chorus. He started the concert concious of tradional with a blues waltz “Blues
for Wes and George” and ended with a rhythmicallly intense, incorporating numerous breaks bebop classic, “Kush” by Dizzy Gillespie.
The warm guitar sound which Rafferty most of the time hums along with, does not dissapear in the
speedy runs, which is a speciality of the Mapson 7 string archtop, made specifically for him.
The accompanying musicians are in the same leauge as Rafferty , and had ample room for their
improvisations and stylistic excursions.

Passauer Neue Presse (english)
April 2004

A Giant of Jazz Guitar
Adam Rafferty Excites the Audience at Severinstor
Usually he is called the “swingmonster”, but a better fit would be jazz giant. The New York jazz
guitarist Adam Rafferty presented in this place, Severinstor Severinstor, with his musical collegues Danton Boller and Tomas Fujiwara, the best of jazz.
His way of playing the guitar impressed the audience from the very first tune. Rafferty sweeps up
and down the guitar fingerboard with an ease as though it could be done by anyone. His fingers
just move minimally; how else could he get this dizzying, exciting speed together? Adam Rafferty
is in command of his craft. That’s the reason he is entered the jazz guitar lexicon, “The Jazz Guitar, it Players and Personalities since 1900” alongside Wes Montgomery and George Benson. It is
a feast for the ears when it seems like harmonies outside the key somehow find their way back and
result in classy, elegant jazz. He played on “The Shadow of Your Smile” - a classic composition,
with a depth of concentration unaware of himself or the audience. His only acknowledgement of
the audience was in between tunes, and during performances it was as if he was unaware of his
surroundigs. Total concentrated musician.
But there were also the other two - Boller and Fujiwara. They also belong in the kingdom of giants
because of their abilities on their instruments. The bassist Boller is so fast, you are reminded of the
kolibre birds wings fluttering, when you see him solo.
Also drummer Tomas Fujiwara is a true virtuoso. Sometimes he surrenders and leaves room for
guitar and bass, but sometimes takes over in huge drum swirls. Every single solo convinced the
audiennce as they listened intently.
Rafferty who has been heard with 3 different groups in Passau has just released his fourth record.
After “First Impressions”, “Blood, Sweat and Bebop”, and “Kush” comes “Three Souls”, which is
playing currently on the US radio stations.

